A distinguishing feature of Dirac fermions is the Berry phase of π associated with their cyclotron motions. Since this Berry phase can be experimentally assessed by analyzing the Landau-level fan diagram of the Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations, such an analysis is widely employed in recent transport studies of topological insulators to elucidate the Dirac nature of the surface states. However, the reported results have usually been unconvincing. Here we show a general scheme for describing the phase factor of the SdH oscillations in realistic surface states of topological insulators, and demonstrate how one could elucidate the Dirac nature in the real experimental data.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the last three decades, the Berry phase 1 has become an important concept in condensed matter physics, 2 playing a fundamental role in various phenomena such as electric polarization, orbital magnetism, anomalous Hall effects, etc.
3 The Berry phase (or geometrical phase) in solids is determined by topological characteristics of the energy bands in the Brillouin zone (BZ) and represents a fundamental property of the system. For example, a non-zero Berry phase, which can be measured directly in the magnetotransport experiments, reflects the existence of a singularity in the energy bands such as a band-contact line in three-dimensional (3D) bulk states or a Dirac point in a two-dimensional (2D) surface state. 4 Also, the Berry phase of π is responsible for the peculiar "anti-localization" effects in carbon nanotubes or graphene. 5 Recently, the π Berry phase has been observed in the Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations in graphene, 6, 7 giving one of the key evidences for the Dirac nature of quasiparticles in the 2D carbon sheet.
The 3D topological insulator (TI) also supports spin polarized 2D Dirac fermions on its surface, 8 which can be distinguished from ordinary charge carriers by a nonzero Berry phase. Recently, several groups have reported observations of the SdH oscillations coming from the 2D surface states of TIs. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] In those studies, a finite Berry phase has been reported, but it usually deviates from the exact π value. For example, in the new TI material Bi 2 Te 2 Se (BTS), 12 where a large contribution of the surface transport to the total conductivity has been observed, the apparent Berry phase extracted from the SdH-oscillation data was 0.44π. So far, the Zeeman coupling of the spin to the magnetic field has been considered 11 as a possible source of such a discrepancy. Here, we show that in addition to the Zeeman term, the deviation of the dispersion relation E(k) from an ideal linear dispersion 17 can shift the Berry phase from π. We further show how the real experimental data for nonideal Dirac fermions could be understood by taking into account those additional factors. 
II. ENERGY DISPERSION OF SURFACE STATES
The energy dispersion of the surface states in TIs can be directly measured in angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) experiments. As an example, Fig.  1 shows the dispersion of the surface state (together with the bulk state) in BTS reported by Xu et al. 18 One can easily recognize that E(k) is not an ideal Dirac-like dispersion, but it can be fitted reasonably well for the two high-symmetry axes with Similar fittings can be obtained for other TIs owing to the progress in the ARPES studies of these materials. 8, 15, 19, 20 
III. BERRY PHASE IN QUANTUM OSCILLATIONS
It is commonly accepted that quantum oscillations observed in 3D metals can be well understood within Lifshits-Kosevich 21 (the de Haas-van Alphen effect) and Adams-Holstein 22 (the SdH effect) theories. Recently this approach has been generalized to describe magnetic oscillations in graphene, which is a 2D system with a Dirac-like spectrum of charge carriers. 23, 24 There are two most prominent features that distinguish such systems from materials with a parabolic spectrum: First, rather weak magnetic fields are sufficient to bring the system into a regime where only a few Landau levels are occupied. Second, Dirac quasiparticles acquire the Berry phase of π in the cyclotron motion, changing the phase of quantum oscillations.
In the SdH effect, the oscillating part of ρ xx follows
where F is the oscillation frequency and 2πγ is the phase factor (0 ≤ γ < 1). This is the same γ as in the Onsager's semiclassical quantization condition
when the N -th Landau level (LL) is crossing the Fermi energy E F (A N is the area of an electron orbit in the kspace). γ is directly related to the Berry phase through
where
is the Berry connection, u k ( r) is the amplitude of the Bloch wave function, Γ is a closed electron orbit (the intersection of the Fermi surface E( k) = E F with the plane k z = const). For spinless quasiparticles, it is known 4,25 that the Berry phase is zero for a parabolic energy dispersion (γ = (iii) An integer number n which marks the n-th minimum of the oscillations in ρ xx . Although all three quantities are related to each other, the most straightforward way to plot a LL fan diagram from the ρ xx oscillations in a 2D system 9 is to assign an integer n to a minimum of ρ xx (or a halfinteger to a maximum of ρ xx ). From Eq. (2), one can see that the first minimum in ρ xx is always in the range of 0 < F B1 ≤ 1. Thus, the plot of F/B n vs n, which makes a straight line with a unit slope for periodic oscillations, is uniquely defined and cuts the n-axis between 0 and 1 depending on the phase of the oscillations, γ.
The ordinate 1/B n in a LL fan diagram is determined by the Landau quantization of the cyclotron motion of electrons in a magnetic field. In 2D systems, upon sweeping B, ρ xx shows a maximum (or a sharp peak in the quantum Hall effect 9 ) each time when E N (B) crosses the Fermi level. Thus, the position of the maximum in ρ xx that corresponds to the N -th LL, 1/B N , is given by
On the other hand, the n-th minimum in ρ xx occurs at 1/B n when 2π( F Bn − γ) = 2πn − π, so the positions of the maxima and minima are shifted by 1 2 on the n-axis. The Onsager's relation 25 gives F in terms of the Fermi wave vector k F as F = (h/2πe)πk 2 F , and this k F can be calculated from Eq. (1) as
Also, when E F is at the N -th LL, there is a relation
From Eqs. (5)- (7), one obtains
where ω c =eB/m is the cyclotron frequency. In general case, γ is a function of B, meaning that oscillations in ρ xx are quasi-periodic in 1/B. In order to calculate γ one needs to find the eigenvalues E N for a given Hamiltonian.
IV. MODEL HAMILTONIAN
For the (111) surface state of the Bi 2 Se 3 -family TI compounds, the Hamiltonian for non-ideal Dirac quasiparticles in perpendicular magnetic fields can be written as
where the Landau gauge A = (0, By, 0) for the vector potential is used, Π=h k+eA, σ i are the Pauli matrices, µ B is the Bohr magneton, and g s is the surface g-factor.
The LL energies are given by 26 ,27 where "+" and "−" branches are for electrons and holes, respectively. The obtained eigenvalues E N define the exact positions of maxima in ρ xx and, thus, the phase of oscillations through Eq. (8).
In two extreme cases, for non-magnetic fermions (g s = 0), Eq. 
V. LANDAU-LEVEL FAN DIAGRAM FOR NON-IDEAL DIRAC FERMIONS
Let us first consider how the LL fan diagram will be modified, when both linear and parabolic terms are present in the Hamiltonian [Eq. (9)]. For the moment, the Zeeman coupling of the electron spin to the magnetic field is assumed to be negligible (g s = 0). Figure 2 Fig. 3 is a demonstration of these two points. Since the Zeeman effect is more pronounced at higher fields, the LL fan diagram in Fig. 3 is strongly modified from a straight line when the quantum limit is approached, i.e., close to N = 0.
VI. THE CASE OF BTS
Let us examine the real data measured in the BTS sample, 12 in the light of the above considerations. Figure  4 shows the LL fan diagram for oscillations in dρ xx /dB measured at T = 1.6 K in magnetic fields perpendicular to the (111) plane. 12 In Ref. 12, the data were simply fitted with a straight line, and the least-square fitting gave a slope of F = 64 T with the intersection of the n-axis at 0.22±0.12; this result implies a finite Berry phase, but it was not exactly equal to π, which remained a puzzle.
12
Now, we analyze this LL fan diagram by considering the non-ideal Dirac dispersion as well as the Zeeman effect. The ARPES data 18 for the surface state of BTS ( Fig.   1 ) gives v F = 3.4×10 5 m/s and the averaged effective mass m/m 0 = 0.13. We fix the oscillation frequency F at 62 T obtained from the Fourier-transform analysis of the dρ xx /dB oscillations.
In Fig. 4 , the calculated diagram for an ideal Dirac cone is shown by the solid (dark gray) line, whereas that for the non-ideal Dirac cone with the effective-mass term is shown by the dashed (blue) line. One can see that the difference is small, which indicates that the effective mass of 0.13m 0 is not light enough to significantly alter the LL fan diagram. One may also see that these two lines undershoot the actual data points at smaller n, which is even more clearly seen in the inset, where the experimental data and the calculations are shown after subtracting the contribution from an ideal Dirac cone. By further including the Zeeman effect, we can greatly improve the analysis, as shown by the dotted (red) line; here, g s is taken as the only fitting parameter and a leastsquare fitting to the data was performed. The best value of g s is 76 or −45.
The inset of Fig. 4 makes it clear that it is the slight deviation of the experimental points from the ideal Dirac line that causes a simple straight-line fitting of the LL fan diagram to intersect the n-axis not exactly at 0.5. Since the Berry phase in real situations is not a fixed value but is dependent on the magnetic field, the simple straight-line analysis of the LL fan diagram should not be employed for the determination of the Berry phase. Obviously, the SdH oscillations of the topological surface states are best understood by the analysis which considers both the the deviation of the energy spectrum of the Dirac-like charge carriers from the ideal linear dispersion and their strong coupling with an external magnetic field.
VII. OTHER MATERIALS
Similar analysis can be performed for other TIs in which the quantum oscillations coming from the 2D topological surface states have been observed. Figure 5 shows the LL fan diagrams for the SdH oscillations published to date for TI materials, 9, 11, 12, 16, 28 together with the data obtained in graphene, 6 which provides a good reference for studies of Dirac fermions. We digitized the published experimental data in the literature and determined ourselves the positions of minima 1/B min and maxima 1/B max of the oscillating parts of resistivity (resistance), Hall resistivity, or their derivatives with respect to B. The obtained data for various materials are plotted as functions of n in Fig. 5 . Note that, to avoid ambiguities, we considered only those data that show oscillations with a single frequency.
28
The parameters of the surface states used in our fandiagram analyses have been obtained from the published ARPES data by fitting them in the same way as for BTS (see Fig. 1 ). Table I shows v F and m/m 0 for the Bi 2 Se 3 /Bi 2 Te 3 family and graphene. These parameters were fixed during the fitting of the data shown in Fig. 5 . The only parameter that could vary in our calculations was g s . Note that the frequency of oscillations F (and, thus, the Fermi energy E F ) is essentially determined by the periodicity of the observed oscillations. Table II In view of the good agreements between the data and the fittings for all the materials analyzed in Fig. 5 , one may conclude that the advanced analysis considering both the curvature of the Dirac cone and the Zeeman effect can reasonably describe the SdH-oscillation data obtained for TIs and confirm the Dirac nature in their surface states.
VIII. SUMMARY
We derived the formula for the phase γ of the SdH oscillations coming from the surface Dirac fermions of realistic topological insulators with a non-ideal dispersion given by Eq. (1). We also calculated how the curvature in the dispersion as well as the effect of Zeeman coupling affect the Landau-level fan diagram of the SdH oscillations for realistic parameters. Finally, we demonstrate that the Landau-level fan diagrams obtained from recently reported SdH oscillations in topological insulators can actually be understood to signify the essentially Dirac nature of the surface states, along with a relatively large Zeeman effect in those narrow-gap materials.
